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Abstract
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have detected many disease associations. However, the reported variants tend to
explain small fractions of risk, and there are doubts about issues such as the portability of findings over different ethnic
groups or the relative roles of rare versus common variants in the genetic architecture of complex disease. Studying the
degree of sharing of disease-associated variants across populations can help in solving these issues. We present a
comprehensive survey of GWAS replicability across 28 diseases. Most loci and SNPs discovered in Europeans for these
conditions have been extensively replicated using peoples of European and East Asian ancestry, while the replication with
individuals of African ancestry is much less common. We found a strong and significant correlation of Odds Ratios across
Europeans and East Asians, indicating that underlying causal variants are common and shared between the two ancestries.
Moreover, SNPs that failed to replicate in East Asians map into genomic regions where Linkage Disequilibrium patterns
differ significantly between populations. Finally, we observed that GWAS with larger sample sizes have detected variants
with weaker effects rather than with lower frequencies. Our results indicate that most GWAS results are due to common
variants. In addition, the sharing of disease alleles and the high correlation in their effect sizes suggest that most of the
underlying causal variants are shared between Europeans and East Asians and that they tend to map close to the associated
marker SNPs.
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at least for some particular diseases [17], present consistent effects
across populations. If repeated, these observations constitute
empirical evidence against rare alleles as a source of synthetic
associations and would point at common variants that are in LD with
the associated tagSNPs in all populations. However, such studies
have not been generalized across different diseases and, currently,
most evidence accumulating in the field comes from either resequencing efforts aimed to capture rare variants [18] or multi-ethnic
replication efforts for a few risk variants [13,15,17,19]. In addition,
most meta-analysis of GWAS data, that could shed light on these
issues, either have ignored population heterogeneity [2,20] or have
focused on a limited set of traits [21] and GWAS [22].
By compiling data from 299 GWAS for 28 different diseases, we
build a large database of discovery-and-replication patterns of SNPs
associated with complex disease. We evaluate the extent to which
risk variants discovered in Europeans replicate in posterior studies
performed on individuals of European, East Asian and African
ancestries and compare the risk effect sizes found across
populations. We also examine the extent up to which statistical
power and differences in Linkage Disequilibrium among populations explain replication failures. Our results describe the patterns
of replicability of GWAS across disease, evaluate how transportable these results are across populations and allow for inferences
about the relative roles of rare and common variants in explaining
current GWAS results.

Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have detected
hundreds of risk alleles [1], generating novel biological knowledge
and widening the range of diagnostic and treatment tools [2].
However, the reported effect sizes of these variants are small and
their impact in individual risk prediction remains modest, raising
doubts about the relevance of GWAS results [1,3–6]. Some of the
most hotly debated topics are how to account for the unexplained
risk [4]; what may be the role of rare variants as a source of
synthetic GWAS results [7–10]; and up to what extent GWAS
results are portable between populations [11–15].
Answering to these questions is pressing for two reasons. First,
the description of the genetic architecture of disease lies at the
foundation of personalized medicine and, in particular, finding
predictors of individual disease risk that could be applicable to
different ancestries would be a major step forward [1] and would
also allow the development of prioritizing strategies to identify
disease-associated loci. Second, if sharing of causal variants across
populations were common, it would suggest trans-ethnic mapping
as a powered tool that would take profit of population
heterogeneity in LD and allele frequencies to identify the causal
variants underlying disease susceptibility [1,15].
The available reports on the allele frequency distribution of
GWAS risk variants point at an excess of common variants [16] that,
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Replicability rates and sharing across Europeans and East
Asians

Author Summary
Describing and identifying the genetic variants that
increase risk for complex diseases remains a central focus
of human genetics and is fundamental for the emergent
field of personalized medicine. Over the last six years,
GWAS have revolutionized the field, discovering hundreds
of disease loci. However, with only a handful of exceptions,
the causal variants that generate the associations unveiled
by GWAS have not been identified, and their frequency
and degree of sharing across populations remains
unknown. Here, we present a comprehensive comparison
of GWAS results designed to try to understand the nature
of causal variants. By examining the results of GWAS for 28
diseases that have been performed with peoples of
European, East Asian, and African ancestries, we conclude
that a large fraction of associations are caused by common
causal variants that should map relatively close to the
associated markers. Our results indicate that many of the
disease risk variants discovered by GWAS are shared across
Eurasians.

Replicability rates are high within Europeans, with 155
successful out of 181 attempts (85.6%), when only 9 positive
replications (,5%) would be expected under the null hypothesis of
no association (binomial test, P,10216). This excess was robust to
the significance threshold (e.g. 122 observed vs. 0.18 expected if
only replication attempts achieving P,0.001 are considered
successful and 56 observed vs. 1.861025 expected for a threshold
of P,1027, Table S5). Moreover, replicability rates within
Europeans approach 100% when accounting for statistical power.
For the 168 attempts for which we could calculate the power to
replicate the original finding (Table S5), we observed 147 positive
replications, which is almost identical to the expectation of 149.1
positive replications given that average power is 89.1% (see
Materials and Methods). This is expected, since most GWAS
already contain an internal replication phase [1,24]. Interestingly,
all diseases presented similarly high replicability patterns, with no
traces of heterogeneity in replicability (Table S6). These results
were consistent with previous partial reports of replication for
individual diseases [17,19] and confirmed that the subset of 190
genome-wide significant SNPs map in loci truly associated with
disease in peoples of European ancestry.
Next, we considered the replication attempts in East Asian
populations. Out of 225 replication attempts, 103 were successful
at a P,0.05 threshold (45.8%). This replicability departs
significantly from the null expectation (103 vs. 11.3 expected,
P,10216) and is robust across replication thresholds (e.g. 49
observed vs. 0.23 expected for P,0.001 and 19 observed vs.
2.361025 expected for P,1027). Nevertheless, that figure is
smaller than for Europeans, which can be expected since East
Asian GWAS tend to have smaller sample sizes and, thus, less
power [15]. We tested this hypothesis by calculating replicability
rates after controlling for statistical power. First, we focused on the
81 attempts with $80% power to replicate the Odds Ratio (OR)
found in Europeans (Table S5 and Materials and Methods). For
that subset, replicability increases dramatically to 76.5% (62 out of
81 attempts are successful with a P,0.05 threshold). Second, we
calculated that at most 132 positive replications would be expected
out of statistical power (59% on average for the 225 attempts in
East Asians, Table S5). The 103 observed replications thus
correspond to an effective replicability rate of 77.9%, which
suggests that a noticeable fraction of GWAS associations are
shared across Eurasians. Again, we found no heterogeneity across
diseases (Table S7).
Finally, we considered replication attempts performed upon
individuals of African ancestry. Even if GWAS on individuals of
non-Eurasian ancestry are scarce, we could find 16 GWAS
performed on African Americans from which we gathered a total
of 73 replication attempts (61 and 12 for SNPs discovered in
Europeans and East Asians, respectively; see Materials and
Methods and Table S1). Overall, we observed a low replicability
rate (9.6%, 7 out of 73 attempts) that was not attributable to lack
of statistical power (59.2% on average, see Table S5). This figure
would cast doubts about the sharing of causal variants between
Eurasians and Africans, but the inherent limitations of this part of
the analysis warrant for caution. For instance, lower levels of LD in
Africans than in Eurasians make it difficult to ensure that
potentially shared causal variants are tagged by the same marker
SNP [25]. Additionally, the 16 African-American GWAS form a
rather small dataset corresponding to only five diseases (asthma,
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, prostate cancer and type 2

Results/Discussion
We started by downloading all the associations in the GWAS
Catalog [23] (last accessed in February 2012, see Materials and
Methods), which represents a total of 7,145 associations with
P,1025 reported in 1,171 papers. To study trans-ethnic
replicability across diseases, we first focused on GWAS performed
upon the two most studied ancestral groups: Europeans and East
Asians. We avoided quantitative traits, such as height or BMI,
because they could be subject to different evolutionary pressures
than disease traits and, thus, may present different replicability
patterns. We selected for analysis diseases for which GWAS had
been performed several times. In particular, we required (i) two
or more GWAS with peoples of the same ancestry group; and (ii)
at least one GWAS with subjects from the other ancestry group.
A total of 28 diseases and 277 GWAS (206 European and 71 East
Asian) fulfilled our criteria (average ,10 papers per disease,
range = 3–27 papers; see Materials and Methods and Tables S1
and S2). We further performed an exhaustive search of the
literature to detect any GWAS published before February 2012
but not available in the Catalog (see Materials and Methods).
This effort yielded six new GWAS that we included in our
database (Table S3 and Table S2, in yellow). Finally, and to be as
comprehensive as possible, we included 16 GWAS performed on
peoples of African American ancestry that were available for
eight of the previously ascertained 28 diseases. This rendered a
final dataset of 299 GWAS papers reporting 419 associations to
28 diseases (Table S2). Out of these, we ascertained 190 SNPs
initially reported as genome-wide significant (P,561027, or
P,561028 if the study included imputed SNPs) in European
GWAS and for which one or more replication attempts had been
performed in subsequent European, East Asian and/or African
GWAS (181, 225 and 61 attempts, respectively, Tables S4 and
S5). We studied patterns of replication across studies, using the
criterion that a replication was successful if the same risk allele
achieved P,0.05. To obtain that information we examined every
individual paper, since the GWAS Catalog records only P,1025
(see Materials and Methods for a detailed description of the
filtering process). Our database is available at http://
biologiaevolutiva.org/anavarro/software-data/.
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Therefore, if causal variants were rare, risk alleles would not be
necessarily shared even if discovered through the same tagSNP.
Strikingly, when considering the direction of effects of SNPs nonreplicated in East Asians instead of only their significance, the
same risk allele as in Europeans was observed for 73.6% of
attempts. This proportion clearly departs from the 50% expectation in a scenario of independent sets of rare variants generating
different synthetic associations if each continent (P,10216,
binomial test).

diabetes). A complete study of African replicabilities will be
possible when more studies are available. In the meantime, we
focused on data gathered from European and East Asian GWAS.

Odds Ratios for Europeans and East Asians are strongly
correlated
The observed rates of trans-ethnic replication between Europeans and East Asians indicate that a considerable fraction of risk
loci associated with the 28 diseases is shared between the two
Continental groups. As to the sharing and frequency of risk
variants, it can be explored even if the causal variants themselves
remain undiscovered. First, the possibility that the same causal
variants underlie association in the two continents is reinforced by
the strong correlation between the ORs for SNPs discovered in
European GWAS and their replication OR in the largest East
Asian study (Spearman’s r = 0.82, P,10216, Figure 1; we used the
log(OR) to ensure symmetry around 1). Also, the slope of the
linear regression of the two log(OR) is very close to 1 (1.03,
SE = 0.064, P,10216), which indicates that the log(OR) found in
Europeans is the best predictor of the East Asian log(OR). These
figures would be unexpected if GWAS hits were synthetically
generated by population-specific rare causal variants, as their
effect size and Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) with the replicated
SNP would be different in each population. Moreover, when
considering only replication attempts that did not achieve P,0.05
in East Asians, there is still a strong and significant correlation
between the two ancestries’ OR (Spearman’s r = 0.53, P,2?1029),
which suggests that a fraction of these associations might also be
shared even if not successfully replicated in East Asians. A final
further piece of evidence indicates that causal alleles behind nonreplicated SNPs might actually be common and shared. Since
most rare variants occurred after the split of Europeans and East
Asians [4,12,26–28], they would have accumulated randomly in
the genealogy of each allele of the tagSNP used in GWAS.

Assessing the potential effect of publication bias
Publication bias could have inflated our replicability estimates
[29,30]. Due to the large number of SNPs that are tested, the usual
practice when publishing a GWAS has been to report all newly
discovered associations, plus the replication status of previously
associated SNPs. However, this is not always the case and, in some
cases, not all previous results are discussed in each publication.
Therefore, our ability to gather replication attempts depends on
how many of them are explicitly reported, which presents
enormous variability among papers. This opens the possibility of
a reporting bias, in which GWAS authors could prioritize
mentioning successful replication attempts, while overlooking
failed replications. If so, our chance of gathering a replication
attempt might be heavily biased towards positive results, thus
inflating our estimates of replicability [30].
In the most extreme version of this scenario, the 103 observed
replications in East Asians at P,0.05 that find the same risk allele
that had been previously discovered in European studies would be
the result of type I error with a P = 0.05 threshold. In that case, the
103 positive replications would be just the 2.5% ( = 5% type I
error650% probability of the same risk allele) of a large pool of
4,120 replication attempts in East Asians (95% C.I. = 3,418–4,959,
assuming a Poisson distribution). In other words, 4,017
( = 4,1202103) associations failing to find the same risk allele at

Figure 1. East Asian GWAS find the same risk allele and similar log(OR) than European discovery GWAS. X axis: log(OR) for the
replication stage of the discovery European GWAS. Y axis: log(OR) for the initial stage of East Asian GWAS (Materials and Methods). Dots in blue
indicate significant (P,0.05) replication attempts in East Asia; dots in grey indicate non-significant replication attempts. (A) Using all replication
attempts; (B) Using only the most-powered replication attempt per SNP; (C) Using the most-powered replication attempt per region. Attempts
correspondent to SNPs with MAF,0.01 in East Asians are not shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g001
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P,0.05 would have remained unreported. Given the huge
amount of unpublished GWAS that this scenario would imply,
we discard a big impact of publication bias in our analysis.
To obtain a more precise assessment of the potential size of
reporting bias in East Asian GWAS, we estimated the maximum
number of failed (P.0.05) but unreported replication attempts
that is actually possible in our database [30]. Specifically, and for
each East Asian GWAS, we computed the number of diseaseassociated SNPs discovered in Europeans that were not mentioned
in East Asian studies (neither a p-value nor any other information
was reported in the main text or in the supplemental information).
In total, we found 416 such instances. Most of these cases may not
constitute reporting bias at all, since the SNPs in question may not
be included in the array used for the East Asian GWAS, may be
monomorphic in the studied population, may have been filtered
out during QC and so on. Still, making the extreme assumption
that all these 416 cases are failed replications, they constitute the
maximum number of biased reports that we could have not
included in our database (Table S8). Under this extreme scenario,
the 103 positive replications would not have been drawn from the
225 replication attempts gathered in our database, but from a
larger set of 641 ( = 225+416) replication attempts in East Asians.
This calculation allows us to estimate the lower-bound replicability
rate at 16.1% (103 out of 641), which still departs from the null
expectation of 5% (P = 10216; Binomial test). In other words, the
figure of 416 ungathered replication attempts is about an order of
magnitude lower than the total number of unreported cases
needed to explain all East Asian replications as type I errors
(4,017, see previous paragraph) and, therefore, it is very unlikely
that systematic reporting bias accounts for our results.

vs. 12.66, P,0.002). Indeed, varLD differences are only significant
in the immediate vicinity of the associated SNP and they quickly
cancel out as the distance for the associated allele increases
(Figure 3 and Table S9). We obtained the same result when using
only attempts with $80% statistical power and contrasting 39
replicated versus 14 non-replicated SNPs (varLD = 20.42 vs.
12.49, P = 0.045).
To study how differences in LD patterns compare with the
genome-wide average, we focused on the region immediately
adjacent to the marker SNPs. For a window of 50 SNPs around
the marker, we compared differences between Europeans and East
Asians in LD patterns around replicated and non-replicated SNPs
to genome-wide average differences for random SNPs. We used
the permutation method included in varLD to assign an empirical
p-value to the observed differences in LD for each analyzed
window (see Materials and Methods). We considered three
different sets of 50-SNP windows centered on each of the (i) 47
replicated SNPs, (ii) 64 non-replicated SNPs, and (iii) 100 groups
of 47 SNPs randomly selected from across the genome. Because
the two populations differ in their LD patterns, we observed a
trend towards significant differences in LD (empirical P,0.05) for
the three datasets. However, the proportion of significant windows
was larger for non-replicated (78%) than for replicated (62%) and
random genomic SNPs (66%). Figure 4 shows the cumulative
distributions of empirical p-values for the three groups of SNPs.
The cumulative distribution of p-values correspondent to replicated SNPs does not depart from genome-wide expectations, while
non-replicated SNPs clearly map into regions of the genome with
extreme differences in LD between Europeans and East Asians. In
other words: our observations on LD differences suggest that a
proportion of associations would have failed to replicate in East
Asians because of population heterogeneity in LD between causal
variants and tagSNPs. Yet, the possibilities of heterogeneity across
populations in the effect size of causal variants themselves (see
[22,32]) or the presence of European-specific causal rare variants
in some associations cannot be discarded as a source of lack of
replication.

Replicability and differences in Linkage Disequilibrium
and Heterozygosity
A clear prediction can be made if, as our results suggest, a
substantial fraction of associations reported by European GWAS
are caused by common variants with similar effect sizes across the
two ancestral groups: whenever associations were successfully
replicated, the frequencies of tagSNPs and causal variants and
their LD relationships should be similar in the two groups. In other
words, levels of heterozygosity and LD patterns should be more
similar between populations in the genomic regions that contain
successfully replicated SNPs than in the genomic regions with
European-associated SNPs that have not reached significance in
East Asians. To test this prediction, we compared the intercontinental similitude of heterozygosity and LD in genomic
regions harboring two different groups of disease-associated SNPs:
the 47 SNPs discovered in Europeans that have been successfully
replicated in every attempt with East Asians and the 65 SNPs that
have never been positively replicated.
We compared heterozygosity patterns by measuring the
differences in average heterozygosity between Europeans and
East Asians. We measured these differences between the two
ancestry groups in a 600-SNP region around each SNP under
study. We used sliding windows of 50 consecutive SNPs, with a
step of 5 SNPs. As predicted, windows immediately centered on
non-replicated SNPs presented significantly larger differences in
average heterozygosity across populations than windows centered
on replicated SNPs (0.048 vs. 0.019, P,0.009, Figure 2).
Analogous patterns were observed when comparing the
differences in LD. To assess differences in LD between populations, we computed the varLD score [31] in the same 50-SNP
sliding windows we used for heterozygosity. As predicted,
differences in LD were significantly larger for the windows
centered in non-replicated than in replicated SNPs (varLD = 17.64
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Comparison with previous results
Our results indicate that many causal variants underlying
GWAS results are common and shared between Europeans and
East Asians, extending the observation of reports that focused in
single traits [17,19]. This would seem to contradict results by us
and others that highlighted heterogeneity in the genetic etiology of
disease across human populations [14,21,22]. This observation
contrasts with the large replicability and large correlation in OR
that we observe, as well as with the suggested role of differences in
LD in explaining associations non-replicated in East Asians. The
apparent contradiction between the present and previous papers
can be explained by two facts. First, our previous results focused
on candidate-gene studies, which have been largely dominated by
false positives [14]; and, second, studies that considered GWAS
data addressed different questions, used different approaches and
gathered different sets of traits [21] and/or associations [22].
An examination of previous datasets confirms a general trend to
consistency of GWAS results across continents and emphasizes the
benefits of incorporating as many associations as possible. Fu et al.
[21] focused on associated SNPs discovered in East Asian GWAS.
Although they used only four traits and 47 SNPs (43 loci), they
demonstrated the challenges of multi-ethnic studies, and provided
a framework to cope with these difficulties. As discussed by the
authors, caution is warranted as to whether the disease loci and/or
causal variants are population-specific. For instance, they suggested that two signals for type 2 diabetes located in 9p24.1 (PTPRD,
4
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Figure 2. Difference in Average Heterozygosity between Europeans and East Asians. The x axis represents the distance of each 50-SNP
window from the associated SNPs. The y axis shows the average heterozygosity for Europeans minus that of East Asians (SEM indicated in shadow).
The band in bisque indicates the windows with significant differences (P,0.01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g002

type 2 diabetes was considered as European-specific, but it has
been eventually replicated in East Asians [33].
Ntzani et al. [22] examined differences in effect sizes from a set
of 108 associations discovered by GWAS and for which data for
various ancestries was available. Because of the sophistication of
their approach, they had to focus on 12 diseases and 4
anthropometric traits, as well as on a relatively short (,30) list
of GWAS that either use samples with different ancestries in the
replication stage or compare their own results with previous papers
using different ancestries [22]. In contrast, we took the simpler
approach of studying replicability in the studies with largest sample
size, so we could gather attempts from multiple GWAS on the
same diseases and were able to construct a larger database. Ntzani
et al. [22] found overall consistency in effect direction across
ancestries (,82%, similar to ours of 85%), but with modest
correlations in effect sizes, (rho<0.33) that would seem

rs17584499) and 17p13.3 (SRR, rs391300) could be East Asianspecific, as they fail to replicate in a well-powered study in
Europeans. However, we gathered several replication attempts of
these two signals in more recent East Asian GWAS (Table S4), and
out of 8 replication attempts only one was successful (for PTPRD,
rs17584499) at P,0.05, when a total of 7.49 replications would be
expected by power alone (4 for PTPRD and 3.49 for SRR, see
Table S5). Also, in only 4 out of 8 cases the risk allele was the same
(two for each gene). Overall, the replication attempts gathered in
our database suggest that both associations were false positive
findings in East Asians. These results make it clear that Fu et al.
[21] were right in asking for caution, since putative populationspecific associations may well turn out to be false positives.
Moreover, the inclusion of more recent studies in our dataset helps
discarding the population-specific status of some true associations.
For instance, the association of 10p13 (CAMK1D, rs12779790) to
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Figure 3. Regions harboring non-replicated SNPs present larger differences in LD between Europeans and East Asians. Measures of
difference in LD (varLD scores) are given for sliding windows of 50 SNPs with a 5-SNP step. Measures for replicated and non-replicated SNPs are given
as blue and black lines, respectively. Shadowed areas represent the standard error of the mean. The vertical red band indicates that all windows with
significant differences (P,0.01) locate in the vicinity of the associated SNPs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g003

genetic associations to complex disease [6,35]. It is tempting to
make inferences about what may be the results of future, much
larger, association studies; particularly about the frequency and
degree of trans-ethnic sharing of as yet undiscovered variants. We
approximated this question by considering the allele frequencies
and effect sizes of associated SNPs along with their patterns of
replicability across time. Specifically, it is clear that if the GWAS
with larger sample sizes that have been published recently for
peoples of European ancestry had discovered variants with lower
frequencies (variants that should be increasingly populationspecific), their results should be less likely to replicate across
populations. If this observation were made, it would predict
decreased replicabilities in future, even larger GWAS with
increased power to discover lower-frequency risk variants.
As observed in Figure 5, more recent GWAS have gathered
larger sample sizes and unveiled associations with lower ORs.

contradictory with the large correlation in odds ratios we report
here. Nevertheless, an almost identical correlation in OR would
have been observed if limiting the study to the 22 SNPs that are
shared between Ntzani et al. [22] and our dataset (rho = 0.58 and
0.53, respectively). Barring possible differences due to the different
nature of the anthropometric traits analyzed by Ntzani et al. [22],
the previous results stress the importance of continuously updating
the list of replication attempts to increase the statistical power
upon which inferences can be based.

Effective replicability rates of larger GWAS hints at
weaker but common causal variants
Of course, the finding of shared variants underlying GWAS
results holds only for associations that have been published so far.
Ongoing efforts to join cohorts into large consortia [34] ensure
steady progress in the field and guarantee the discovery of new
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 4. Regions with non-replicated SNPs depart from the genome-wide expectation of regional differences in LD patterns
between Europeans and East Asians. The cumulative distributions of varLD targeted P-values after 1,000 permutations for non-replicated SNPs
(n = 64, in gray) and replicated SNPs (n = 47, in blue) are shown. The median (black dashed line) and 95% empirical CI (green area) calculated for 100
groups of 47 SNPs randomly selected from across the genome are also depicted.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g004

If that were the case, patterns of replicability may change as a
function of the MAF of associated SNPs. Nevertheless, we
observed similar rates of effective replicability across all the
frequency spectrum of disease-associated SNPs, with no drastic
decrease for markers of increasingly smaller MAFs (Figure 6).
All these inferences are confirmed after categorizing European
discovery GWAS into two groups using a threshold of 10,000
individuals to distinguish between ‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’ studies.
First, we did not observe differences in the MAF distribution of
associated SNPs according to the discovery sample size (average
MAF of 0.301 vs. 0.333 for ‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’ GWAS
respectively; P = 0.12, Wilcoxon test). Second, even if larger
GWAS do indeed detect associations with smaller ORs (average
OR 1.15 vs. 1.28; P,361027), the trans-continental correlation of
ORs between Europeans and East Asians was the same for

Although more recent GWAS present decreased replicability rates,
an interesting inference can be made by observing effective
replicability rates, the ratio between the proportion of positive
replications and their statistical power. Effective replicability
would be expected to decrease if the lower ORs detected by
GWAS were due to lower-frequency (and thus increasingly
population-specific) causal variants. In contrast, we observed a
constant effective replicability rate of ,80% that was independent
of the OR reported in the European discovery GWAS (red line in
Figure 5), indicating that the associations discovered by larger
GWAS present similarly high replicability rates regardless of their
weaker effect size.
Changing focus to minor allele frequencies, it is possible that,
regardless of the reported OR, genotyped marker SNPs with lower
MAFs are more efficient in tagging low frequency causal variants.
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 5. Replicabilities against ORs in the discovery study. For every SNP discovered in Europeans, all the replication attempts in East Asians
were considered and classified by bins of OR found in Europeans. The OR of SNPs with risk alleles being major was transformed to ensure OR.1. By
means of windows with step 0.3, the average statistical power (empty black circles), average replication success (solid black circles) and effective
replicability (the ratio between observed and expected replicability, the two former quantities, red circles) are shown (using only windows with $20
attempts). Top values of the graph represent the average date of publication and sample size of discovery GWAS, for bins of 0.1 OR.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g005

massive effort, we randomly selected six diseases to address this
possibility (Table S10). For each disease, we searched all the
publications citing each of the disease-associated variants present
in our database, as well as for the original GWAS publications
initially describing them.
In total, we looked at 1,706 and 6,068 citations available at
PubMed and Google Scholar by December 2012, respectively
(Table S10). In doing so, we gathered a total of 59 replication
attempts from 38 candidate studies targeting GWAS variants
discovered in Europeans (40 and 19 attempts used individuals of
European and East Asian ancestry, respectively, see Table S11).
Nonetheless, the observed effective replicability rates after
accounting for statistical power of attempts gathered from GWAS
and non-GWAS studies are very similar in both Europeans and
East Asians (93.8% vs. 89.5%; P = 0.20 and 80.6% vs. 88.4%,
P = 0.69; respectively). Thus, the inclusion of replication attempts

‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’ GWAS (Figure 7). Both results show, yet
again, that causal variants of different effect sizes are equally
shared across populations, independently of the sample size of the
discovery GWAS.

Building a database of replication attempts from nonGWAS studies
GWAS focus on describing new variants across the genome
rather than validating the findings from previous GWAS. Instead,
many replication attempts consist on genotyping limited sets of
SNPs previously discovered by GWAS in independent samples.
They tend to be published independently from GWAS and, hence,
our replicability database may have failed to gather many
replication attempts that occur outside the setting of genomewide studies. Since endeavoring to analyze all the literature
available for the 28 diseases in our database would have required a
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 6. Replicabilities against MAFs in the discovery study. For every SNP discovered in Europeans, all the replication attempts in East
Asians were considered and classified by bins of OR found in Europeans. By means of windows with step 0.3, the average statistical power (empty
black circles), average replication success (solid black circles) and effective replicability (the ratio between observed and expected replicability, the
two former quantities, red circles) are shown (using only windows with $20 attempts). Top values of the graph represent the average date of
publication and sample size of discovery GWAS, for each bin of MAF.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g006

that occur outside from the setting of GWAS should not have
affected the patterns of replicability we report in the present study.

across European and East Asian populations and that they
probably lie in the regions close to marker SNPs, which may
allow leveraging on the increasingly varied ancestries of GWAS
to track them down [25,36–38]. Finally, since larger GWAS did
not detect variants with lower frequencies, our findings support a
model of common variants of varying effect sizes, closer to the
infinitesimal model than to a pure rare variant model of the
genetic architecture of disease [4]. However, it is not simple to
extrapolate our results to associations that so far remain
undiscovered. Whether the heritability that is not yet explained
by GWAS will be partly due to risk variants in insufficient LD
with common SNP markers, as suggested by some authors [6,39]
or whether this heritability exists at all [40] will only be resolved
by further empirical research.

Conclusions
The relevance of our findings is that they allow for three
inferences. First, they contribute to the debate on the possible
synthetic origin of GWAS associations [7,8,10], since transcontinental replicability confirms that most –even if not all– of
the associations detected by GWAS are not caused by population-specific, rare variants. Second, they clarify the contribution
of common variants to extant GWAS results, since practically all
GWAS have delivered precisely what they were designed to
detect: associations with common variants [1]. Third, our results
show that a substantial proportion of causal variants are shared
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Figure 7. Similar correlation between European and East Asian log(OR), regardless of the discovery GWAS sample size. This figure is
a redraw of the points shown in Figure 1A but colored according to the discovery GWAS sample size. The same correlations arose when using all
replication attempts (as it is shown in Figure) or the filtered (n = 123) set of largest replication attempt per SNP (not shown).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003566.g007

on GWAS performed with peoples of European and East Asian
ancestry to select frequently studied diseases. We ascertained only
dichotomous disease traits, avoiding anthropometric traits such as
height. To produce reliable replicability estimates across ancestries
we included in our analysis the 28 diseases for which two or more
GWAS were available in any of the two ancestral groups and at
least one in the other group (e.g. 11 GWAS for lung cancer in
Europeans and 5 in East Asians; 4 GWAS for Kawasaki Disease, 1
in Europeans and 3 in East Asians). Finally, we also added GWAS
performed upon individuals of African ancestry for any of the 28
selected diseases.
We built a database with 28 dichotomous disease phenotypes
(Table S1), with data coming from 206 European, 71 East Asian
and 16 African GWAS. Several features of interest were recorded
for each GWAS: first author, journal, year of publication, genetic
ancestry, sample size in GWAS stage, total sample size in
replication stage, array genotyped, genomic control factor in

Materials and Methods
Creating a database of SNPs associated with disease
We considered the 1,171 studies indexed in the catalog of
Published Genome-Wide Association Studies as to February 2012
(http://www.genome.gov/26525384, last accessed 14th February
2012) and classified them according to the trait under study. Each
study was classified according to the genetic ancestry of the
samples, considering only individuals used in the GWAS stage.
Studies performed on a mixed panel were considered only if
separate ancestry-specific analyses were provided and we recorded
them as independent studies. We observed a strong bias towards
GWAS performed with ‘‘European’’ (78.4%) and ‘‘East Asian’’
(14.9%) individuals, while much fewer studies are available for
‘‘African’’ (4.3%), ‘‘Hispanic’’ (1.2%), ‘‘Middle Eastern’’ (0.5%),
‘‘Native American’’ (0.4%) and ‘‘Oceanian’’ (0.3%) ancestries.
Therefore, and to increase the reliability of our results, we focused
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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minor allele appeared as the risk allele. For SNPs with different
minor alleles across populations, OR were referenced to the minor
allele specific for each population. Instances of the latter are
indicated in column ‘‘Shift’’ in Table S5 and the shifted OR is
represented in all Figures except when otherwise indicated.
A total of 419 discovered SNPs from 337 genomic regions were
found to be associated with disease, 320 of those SNPs being
reported for the first time in Europeans, 97 in East Asians and 2 in
Africans (Table S4). In total, we gathered 543 replication reports,
dealing with 227 out of the 419 discovered SNPs (Table S5). Out
of the 543 replication reports, 210, 260 and 73 corresponded,
respectively, to attempts performed on Europeans, East Asians and
on Africans. Since East Asian and African GWAS are more recent,
most of the replication attempts (465 out of 536, 87%) reported the
replication status of discovered SNPs that had been reported for
the first time in Europeans. Therefore, we focused on the subset of
465 replication attempts gathered for 190 associated SNPs
discovered in European GWAS. Out of these, a total of 181,
225 and 61 replication attempts had been reported for Europeans,
East Asians and Africans, respectively.
The 225 replication attempts in East Asians aimed to replicate a
total of 131 SNPs associated with disease with genome-wide
significance in Europeans, which results in an average of 1.75
replication attempts per associated SNP (range = 1–7). Thus, our
estimates of replicability could be biased if replicated SNPs
gathered more replication attempts per SNP, or more associated
SNPs in European populations. During the analysis, and as noted
in the text, we applied an additive filtering to ensure no bias in the
estimates of replicability and correlations between European and
East Asian OR. Specifically, we repeated the analysis selecting
only the largest replication attempt per SNP, resulting in a filtered
set of 123 attempts. The SNPs ascertained for the filtering are
indicated in Table S5.

GWAS stage (if available), use of imputed SNPs (Y/N) and
number of genomic regions achieving genome-wide significance in
the initial and final stage (Table S2). The publications corresponding to each GWAS were downloaded from the respective
journals.
To explore the full range of published GWAS, we performed a
comprehensive independent search for studies not gathered in the
Catalog. For each of the 28 diseases, we mined three resources: (i)
the PubMed database of biomedical literature, (ii) the HuGE
Navigator tool available at the Human Genome Epidemiology
Network [41] and (iii) specific reviews available in the literature.
Specifically, we searched the PubMed to identify potential new
GWAS (i.e. ‘‘Asthma AND genome-wide’’) and the ‘‘HuGE
Literature Finder’’ available at the HuGE Navigator. Finally, we
used the PubMed (‘‘Review’’ tool in Article types) to identify 59
reviews covering the literature available for each disease (,2.4
reviews per disease). After examination of all these sources, we
complemented the list of 277 GWAS with six new genome-wide
studies performed on Europeans that had remained unnoticed in
the Catalog (Tables S2 and S3).
For each disease, the selected studies were sorted per date of
publication regardless of the population of study. Starting for the
first study, we built a cumulative database of disease-associated
SNPs and their replicability in successive studies. After excluding
GWAS with pooled DNAs or focusing on CNVs, each GWAS
publication was visually screened for two kinds of association data:
the report of a new disease-associated SNPs (discovered SNPs);
and the replication status of disease-associated SNPs discovered in
previous GWAS (replicated SNPs). In both cases, we recorded
three features from each association: (i) Odds Ratio (OR) (ii)
confidence interval of the OR and (iii) the p-value.
We used several conservative criteria to include newly
discovered SNPs in our database. First, to avoid the winner’s
curse bias, we used the OR and p-value from the replication stages
of the discovery GWAS. Second, when several replication stages
from the same GWAS were available, the OR from the stage with
largest sample size was recorded. Only when no replication stages
were available did we use the OR from the GWAS stage. Third,
SNPs associated uniquely in sex-specific analyses were excluded.
Fourth, ORs coming from allelic tests and additive models were
prioritized over genotypic tests and other genetic models. Fifth, the
genome-wide significance level for a newly discovered SNP to be
included in our analysis was set at P,561027, unless imputed
SNPs were used in the GWAS, in which we toughened up the
threshold to P,561028. Sixth, for genomic regions with several
genome-wide significant SNPs (SNPs less than 200 Kb from each
other), we included in the study the SNP with lowest p-value.
Finally, disease-associated SNPs from the MHC region and HLA
alleles were not included in the study. In several analyses, we used
the log(OR) to ensure symmetry, which does not happen if using
OR (i.e. an OR of 2 is equivalent to an OR of 0.5).
For replication attempts to be included in our database, several
conservative conditions had to be met. We only recorded attempts
in which exactly the same SNP than in the discovery GWAS had
been genotyped. Moreover, and to avoid any bias towards
associations that replicate across ancestries, we did not gather
any replication attempt from the same ‘‘discovery’’ GWAS in
which a new disease-associated SNP is described. Third, in all
these cases, the p-value considered for the replication report was
the one from the GWAS stage. Finally, the OR for each diseaseassociated SNP was referenced for the allele that had been the risk
allele in the discovery study. Thus, OR,1 (and log(OR),0)
means that the minor allele was found as protective in the
discovery study, while OR.1 (and log(OR).0) means that the
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Population genetics analysis (varLD and Heterozygosity)
Polymorphism data was downloaded from HapMap Project
Phase 2 (release 24, November 2008). For each ascertained SNP,
we downloaded two data sets: (i) genotypes for the associated SNP
and (ii) genotypes for a 600-SNP window centered on the
associated SNP. We downloaded all genotypes for all unrelated
samples from the three populations of European and East Asian
ancestry (CEU, JPT and CHB). JPT and CHB samples were
clustered together due to their close genetic relationship.
Population differences in local patterns of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) around disease associated SNPs were measured with the
varLD software (www.nus-cme.org.sg/software/varld.html) [3],
using the targeted option for 50-SNP windows. For each population
and genomic region, varLD builds a matrix of pairwise signed r2
values among all the SNP pairs and provides a raw score
corresponding to the absolute difference in the eigen-decompositions between two matrices. This score is a summary measure of
the overall LD levels in a given genomic region between two
populations. We used it to measure the extent of differences in
local LD between two kind of genomic regions: these containing
replicated and non-replicated SNPs. To rule out the possibility
that differences in LD between replicated and non-replicated
SNPs are not related to the presence of the disease associated SNP,
we scanned varLD differences in consecutive windows of the same
size (50 SNP), starting 300 SNPs upstream of the disease associated
SNP and finishing 300 SNPs downstream, with an step of 5 SNPs.
In total, we checked 121 consecutive windows around the disease
associated SNP. On average, we were examining a window of
503.61 Kb centered on each associated SNP.
11
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We used a similar sliding window approach to summarize the
differences in allele frequencies between Europeans and East
Asians. Again, we did it for each SNP, calculating the average
heterozygosity in each window for replicated and non-replicated
SNPs. Differences in heterozygosity are simply the result of
subtracting the average heterozygosity in East Asians from that in
Europeans (Figure 2).
To compare LD differences of associated SNPs to the genomewide background, we used the varLD targeted option that tests the
null hypothesis that the correlations in LD between SNPs from a
given window are equal in both populations. We implemented
1,000 permutations to calculate the empirical p-value for each 50SNP window. Then, we built three cumulative distributions
correspondent to each of the three sets of SNPs: replicated (n = 47),
non-replicated (n = 64) and random genomic (n = 4,700) SNPs.
The SNPs selected for the latter dataset were ascertained from
HapMap Phase 2 in order to randomly match the minor allele
frequencies of replicated and non-replicated SNPs in Europeans.
Finally, we randomly created 100 groups of 47 genomic SNPs to
calculate the median and 95% empirical CI of permutation
p-values available at Figure 4.

provided. The six GWAS not present in the Catalog and selected
after a literature survey are marked in yellow (Table S3).
(XLSX)
Table S3 Survey of the literature and reviews looking for GWAS

not gathered in the Catalog. For each disease, the HuGE
Navigator and several available reviews were screened to look
for GWAS not available in the Catalog. The title, PubMed ID,
year of publication along with a comment about all considered
non-Catalog GWAS is provided.
(XLSX)
Table S4 List of genome-wide significant associated SNPs and
ongoing replication attempts gathered.
(XLSX)
Table S5 Main features of gathered replication attempts.

(XLSX)
Table S6 Replicability per disease in Europeans. A) Using all
replication attempts and B) Using only replication attempts with
$80%.
(XLSX)

Replicability per disease in East Asians. A) Using all
replication attempts and B) Using only replication attempts with
$80%.
(XLSX)

Table S7

Power and statistical analyses
As noted in the text, for some analysis we focused on the
attempts that had .80% power to replicate the effect size found in
Europeans. Statistical Power was calculated with the CaTS Power
Calculator (www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/CaTS/) [42]. For
each replication attempt we checked the power under a logadditive model to find the same effect size as in the discovery
European GWAS, given the sample size of the replication GWAS
and the allele frequency of the risk allele in East Asians. The
number of expected replications was approached by multiplying
the total number of replication attempts with the statistical power
to replicate averaged for all attempts (see Table S5)
Statistical analyses were performed using standard R procedures. The significance of the replicability estimates was checked
by means of a binomial test, with an expected replicability rate of
0.05 under the null hypothesis of no shared associated SNPs
between Europeans and East Asians or Europeans and Africans.
Similarly, the significance in the risk allele direction was checked
by means of a binomial test, using a null expected ratio of 0.5. As
indicated in the first section, differences in LD between replicated
and non-replicated SNPs were checked by means of MannWhitney tests comparing the distributions of varLD scores for
sliding 50-SNP windows centered on the disease-associated SNPs.
The same procedure was used for the average difference in
heterozygosity and distributions of OR found by ‘‘small’’ and
‘‘large’’ GWAS.

Table S8 List of potentially unreported replication attempts for
each East Asian GWAS.
(XLSX)

Differences in LD among replicated and nonreplicated SNPs in 50-SNP consecutive windows.
(XLSX)

Table S9

Literature survey looking for candidate-based
replication attempts of variants discovered through GWAS. The
total number of PubMed and Google Scholar citations considered
for each of the disease-associated SNPs along with their discovery
GWAS is indicated. In total, up to six conditions were considered
in-depth: Alzheimer’s disease, osteoarthritis, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, narcolepsy, psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis. The main
features about the candidate-based studies selected from the
selected citations are also indicated.
(XLSX)

Table S10

Table S11 Main features of gathered replication attempts,
including candidate-based attempts, for the 6 analyzed diseases.
(XLSX)
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